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clark s. carlile and Dana F{ensley define oral interpretation of
page with
literature, or interp, as "Reading aloud from the printed
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u.V"A io those *tto uri listening and watching."l
of
respondefinition, it is clear that the oral interpreter has a nurnber
sibilities, including the analysis and performance of a piece of

end
iiterature. Teri and Michael Garnble describe what should be the
youf
responresult of this procsss. They say, 'As an oral interpreter,
sibility is to make the words of an author live; your task is to breathe
into each page of a selected script.'n2 Thus, interpretation is
"n*rgy
* *J** of perfogning literature, distinct frombothpublic speakjng
and acting, in which performers demonsffate to the audience their
that
analysis, or interpretation, of a selection of literature and bring
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prose, and dramatic form, can be performed'
T'he Ndional Forensic League offers two types of interpretation: Dramatic and flumorous nn@rpretation. Other tournaments

offer many different types of oral interpretation, including Poetic
Interpretaiion (the performance of any type of poetry)' Duet
as a
nnterpretation (an inGrpretation done by two students wor{<ing
written
literature
comical
(serious
or
tgarn), and Frose Interpretation
6sprose).Therearespecificconsiderationsforeachtypeofirrterp
which will be discussid later in this chapter, but the fundamentals
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establishes no ririnimum time, you should still select literature that
is at least seven or eight minutes in length, as,shorter wolks prevent
you from bringing as much meaning to your performance and will
put you at a competitive disadvantage. Also, competitors in interpretation are required to present an introduction to their
performance, wirich is inc-luded in the overall performance time.

Literatwre
Selections for interpretation contests may be any type of literature, including short stories, novels, plays, scenes, inonologs, aird
poetry, but must be printed and prrbiished. NTo changes, except cuts
for the purpose of continuity or brevity, may be 4ade to the litera-

ture. lVlost contests forbid you from performing a selection from the
same source used in a previous competition year, but you probably
wouldn't want to do this anyway as you want to choose iiterature
that allows you to develop and improve from year to year. Finaity,
many oontests, including those sanctioned by the National Forenslc
tr-eague, ask that you bring the original source ofyour literary selection. This mean$ that you must have the entire boolc or script from
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Therefore, it is a good idea to caffy your ofiginal sour"" with you
whenever you compete to avoid any disputes or problems.

WHY IT{TE,RPRETATION?

.

Interpretation of literature, more than any other event, allows
you to really show your expressiveness as a performer. No other
type of forensic event allows you to take the type of risks or to step
outside yourself when you perfonn as interp does. For this reasono
it is fun and very challenging in a different way than most other
d/ !ll
rl
events. strii,
tnese are not ihe oniy acivantages or benefits of participation in interpretation events.

tr. Oral intetpretati.orz
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As in most individual events, ten minutes is usually

the
rnaximum
the
is
and
an interpretation,

maxirnum time allowed for
in National Forensic l-eague competitions' Even
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if a competition

kel,prs yow wnderstand, [iterqtmre. To
effectiveiy interpret a piece of literature, you must spend hours analyrjrng the characters, plot, theme, and symbolism. Further, through
cutting, you must determine how these elements interact and which
selections are most vivid and powerfql. oral interpretation events
build an understanding of literature that will iertainly benefit you in

English'olasses throughout your high school and college years and
also develop anappreciation of literatnre thatwill deepen and enrich
, your enjoyment of reading throughout your

life:

interpretaliow aWows you to exywess yawr !ee[.i.ngs
abowt \iteratwre as yaw sw.ggest the r&nge and. scope of triterafu,re iw
.yowr perforrwtnce. Not oniy does interp help you to better understand literature, it also allows you to demonstrate thatunderstanding
to the audience. If you have a particular love for a certatn piece of
iiterature. you can conmunicate that love to 'rhe audience through
your perfor,mance. Charlotte Lee and Timothy Gura, in their book
OraI Interpretation, note that this aspect of interp makes it a creative act. They say, "J(ou have the privilege of choosing a
meaningfrl example of literary art and bringing it, with its aesfhetic
qualities intact, to an audience. The introduction, transitions, and
program afiangbment become part of a now artistic product, which,
thoggh it owes.its first responsibilify to the creative artist, in fact
becomes a creative act of the interpreter."
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3. Orai'interpretation bwiitis perJbrwamce skills.

The

upoi your use of both voice and
body in bringing life to literature helps to hone your skills in all
typesof perforrnance situations, including oratory and acting. While
otherforensic events focus as much, or more, on content as detvery
the pdmary concem for an interpreter is the presentation. As you
participate in ciral interpretation, you will find that you are more
emphasis oral interpretation places

confiilen[, expressive, imd natural as a speaker and performer.

